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We’re here to do things
THE OFFBEAT WAY!

We’re a fast growing team of creative mis-fits, on an 
ambitious mission – integrate the power of 
effective content with thoughtful designing, 
tailored-fit to long and short term objectives and 
core target audiences.

Offbeat is home to an interesting mix of marketing 
consultants, content and copy writers, graphic 
designers, motion graphic artists, visual content 
team and digital marketers, all working together 
under the same roof.
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The funnel describes the 
target audience’s journey 
through each stage of 
acquisition process and we 
leverage the means of 
digital marketing to reach 
out to the target audience 
at each stage of the funnel.

LET’S DEEP DIVE!

The Consumer Funnel
APPROACH

ACTION AWARENESS CONSIDERATION

How we go about our projects!



(In this phase, the idea is to reach out to 
prospective users and present what the 
business has to offer. This where we grab 
their attention and get them to visit us 
online. First and foremost, users 
generally visit the business’s profile).

The business model that the social platforms use, supresses the 
reach of content that the brands/organizations publish. Here’s 
where media buying comes in.

Our digital marketing team conceptualizes and executes 
comprehensive promotional plans, while leveraging detailed 
targeting, re-targeting and data analytics tools, to create a holistic 
360 degree and omnipresent environment around the target 
audience. Once we have those clicks, we let the data do the talking.

Awareness Phase – Media Buying

PLATFORMS WE USE:

and more.



The question we’re really asking is, why should someone follow a brand? A good product or a service cannot be enough 
reason. It’s all about content, the tool that will help us establish authenticity and build a better connect.

Our content creation team puts together unique and thoughtful content strategies in place to cater to the audiences that 
are visiting us online. Working closely with our clients, our system is focused on picking up the mantle as fast as possible 
and start working like an extended marketing and communications team, that doesn’t just follow the ideas, but is working 
on conceptualizing them.

(In this phase, the idea is to create interesting and relevant content that offers a
concreate incentive for visitors to follow and engage with the brand or organization.)

THE PROCESS WE FOLLOW

Create content
calendars for a
fortnight

Discuss with client team,
incorporate changes &
get approval

Design,
shoot & curate
content

Get
approval

Schedule &
go live

Consideration Phase – Organic Content



Digital marketing thrives due to two strong reasons, delivering key content in multiple 
formats to the user both in user’s vanity and in need, and retargeting them once they 
convey intent.

Based on the conversion objective, our digital marketing team executes plans that 
help efficiently target and retarget prospective users, based on thorough analysis of 
the response data generated by our organic and promoted content. The same data also 
spells direction for future content and marketing strategies.

Every month, we have a review meeting with our 
clients where we discuss the progress and 
updates on agency tasks, on-going campaigns 
and presenting more ideas, alongside a detailed 
understanding of the data and numbers 
generated.

Action Phase – Generating Business

THE PROCESS WE FOLLOW



before you glance at some of our recent projects
some breathing space



A fast-growing ed-tech firm, catering 
to 1200+ schools all over India, with 
over Rs. 17 Cr of funding in Round 2 
series A. They’re on a mission to free 
India from rote learning, through the 
power of Artificial Intelligence.
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WEB DESIGN
11: 11 a.m. 100%

Instagram

Modular Living
Interior & Architecture Design

45 likes

Social media
design



book
Covers 
design



Kit
Design
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Ahmedabad’s favourite coffee house, 
serving over 3,00,000+ customers and 
on an expansion spree, taking the 
Grace Coffee Co. experience all over 
town, one sip at a time.



Packaging
Design 



Packaging
Design 



Internal
Branding



Social media
Content

11: 11 a.m. 100%

Instagram

gracecoffeeindia
Ahmedabad’s favourite coffee house

45 likes



PLAY VIDEO

Valentine’s Campaign



before you glance at some of our recent projects
some breathing space



A Mumbai based, end-to-end 
Modular designing and furniture 
manufacturing firm, catering to 
passionate home owners and 
ambitious commercial projects in 
Mumbai.
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WEB
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Social media
Content

11: 11 a.m. 100%

Instagram

Modular Living
Interior & Architecture Design

45 likes
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EASY - FAST - COST EFFECTIVE 
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Gujarat’s favorite destination for Momos 
and Pan-Asian cuisine. Growing fast 
with a strong presence of 17+ outlets 
and counting.
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DESIGN



WEB
DESIGN

11: 11 a.m. 100%

Instagram

Modular Living
Interior & Architecture Design

45 likes

Social media
design



WEB
DESIGN
Social media
design

Print
Advertising





Internal Branding
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A 2nd generation business, designing 
and manufacturing fashionable 
footwear for women and catering to 
customers across India.



WEB
DESIGN



Packaging
Design
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The

reduce

repurpose

reinvent



11: 11 a.m. 100%

Instagram

Modular Living
Interior & Architecture Design

45 likes

Social media
design



marketing
campaign



reels 11: 11 a.m. 100%

Instagram

Modular Living
Interior & Architecture Design

45 likes
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Some more
binge-worthy content





























CLIENT FEEDBACK

Marketing Head
Raja Mehta 

Kabhi B

The new ideas, tireless working & 
deep involvement by the whole 
team is highly commendable. Not 
only did they shoulder our creative 
tasks with utter passion, they 
delivered above expectations. The 
communication design is always 
amazing, and in tremendous time 
bound pressure, they managed to 
come out with different & awesome 
work. They’ve earned our respect.

Wishing them great success!

Marketing is very crucial aspect for 
growth of any business. Team Offbeat’s 
laser sharp focus on key aspects of the 
business identity and awareness 
helped us in building the brand with 
core purpose of making school's in 
India learning outcome. We feel 
delighted to have partnered with 
Offbeat and it's dynamic founders.

Saarthi Pedagogy

Founder | Vice President, Marketing
Sushil & Monika Agarwal

Team Offbeat really lives up to 
the meaning of their name, 
which is unconventional and 
unusual. They have helped us 
reinvent our media presence 
and they have done it flawlessly.

The services and results 
provided are unparalleled.

Urban Chowk

Founder 
Kartikey Rajput

Not an agency, but an extended
marketing and communications team. 
Good insight in design and a treat to 
work with. They take personal interest 
in each business function, ask the right 
questions and look at marketing as a
solution.

Looking forward to a long relationship.

Grace Cafe

Founder 
Yash Soni



CLIENT FEEDBACK

Founder
Parth Mehta

9834 The Fruit Truck

We've been working together now
for some time but the service they
provide and the way they work
feels like we've been working
together for years now. Looking
forward to more! 

Offbeat team has been working with us as 
consultants and my first response is that they 
are like a part of our team, always attentive & in 
touch. They helped developing a 
contemporary visual language for 
MORALFIBRE, & ran our social media 
campaigns. We started working with them 
few months before the pandemic struck & 
they have been with us through these 
challenging times. Be it photography, setting 
up marketing campaigns, constant 
upgrading of our website for e-commerce & 
problem
solving of web & marketing related issues.

They are best at brainstorming, thinking 
outside the box and refreshing in their
approach.

MORALFIBRE FABRICS

Founder
Shailini Sheth Amin

I will describe our 
experience with Offbeat 
with words such as- Go 
Getter, Always Listening, 
Flexible, Timely Delivery

Right Pillar

Founder 
Pulkit Bachhawat

Putting together social marketing 
and web designing is a task, finding 
the right individual or company is 
even more complex. But luckily we 
came across Offbeat Marketing & 
Communication. We have been 
working with Offbeat Marcom since 
2020. Offbeat has evolved in a very 
positive way through the year. They 
handle our social media marketing, 
designing &  ground report videos. 

We are beyond pleased with offbeat 
impeccable service & work delivery.

Samyak Buildcon

Founder 
Apurv Sanghvi



CLIENT FEEDBACK

Managing Director
Dia Thakkar

Sanjeevani Women’s Hospital

I am lucky to have you as my
publicists,  as you have taken care
of all our marketing hassles. The 
content is attractive and to
the point, while hitting the mark
everytime.

Thank you so much for making it
possible each time.

For Offbeat  i say, a very good
team with innovative ideas,
ready for any challenge,
good co-ordination & 
excellent teamwork. 

Eve & Eve

Founder
Himani Upadhyaya

One of the best brand 
developers, marketing 
strategists and content 
developers that we have
come across.The team is
highly creative, structured
and timeline oriented.

Basilblooms International

Partner
Nancy Jishu

We have been working with offbeat 
since the very initial stages of our 
business and we have had a good 
experience with them so far. They are 
quick in responding and always take 
personal interest in the project at hand. 
Their graphics are amazing and they 
are fun to work with.

Hoods4all

Founder 
Jeny & Komal



Our clients

GRACE
COFFEE
Co.



Our clients
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T H A N K  Y O U
WWW.OFFBEATMARCOM.IN  |  +91 82002 96268


